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1 Introduction
It has been said by a leading researcher in physically
instantiated intelligent agent research that:

An intelligent agent, interacting with the
physical world, must cope with a wide range
of demands. Different scientific and engineering
disciplines, with different abstractions of the
world, have found different "pieces of the puzzle"
for the problem of how the agent can successfully
control its world. These disciplines include:

¯ AI
- qualitative reasoning
- planning
- machine learning
- intelligently guided numerical simulation

¯ control theory
¯ dynamical systems

¯ fault diagnosis
¯ fuzzy logic and systems
¯ neural nets
¯ computer vision
¯ robotics

The list above leaves out a key area which is the glue that
(literally!) holds everything else together -- the physical
form of the agent. The physical/mechanical design of the
agent can make other disciplines irrelevant for an agent
to carry out its tasks [Miller 92], or it can make those
disciplines critical or impossible to implement on that
agent.

A robot with an excellent robotic manipulator, superb
control algorithms, excellent vision and fuzzy logic for
recognizing all kinds of door handles, will still be unable to
open a door if it is poorly balanced so that the robot tips
over whenever the arm is extended. On the other-hand,
an agent whose mobility system is based on an M1-A tank
will not need to be able to recognize door handles (or even
doors) to get from one room to another. Its planner should
have schemas for the make.door operator. The result is left
to your imagination.

2 Robot Drives and Trajectory
Planning

One does not have to go to such extremes to see the effects
of physical form on software structure. Almost all mobile
robot bases use a synchro-drive wheel configuration. Those
that don’t use differential drive. Why aren’t there a lot

of robots that use Ackerman steering, such as you find
in your car? Because Ackerman steering requires either:
sensing around corners, high-speed execution monitoring
and accurate trajectory planning, or it requires that you
drive on roads that you can expect to be clear (or where
the only things blocking you will be other agents following
a predictable set of rules). About ten years ago, the
field of robotics solved, to its satisfaction, the problem
of trajectory planning. But once solved, trajectory
planning still used up valuable robot resources and limited
reactivity. Since reactivity was becoming an important
research area, and synchro-drive, which did not require
trajectory planning, was becoming commercially available,
the intelligent agent community moved enmasse away from
Ackerman steering.

Because of the changes in mechanical design of robot
bases, trajectory planning - a former mainstay of AI
mobile robot research, does not even appear in the list
of relevant technologies presented in the Introduction.
The physical design of the agent affects what software is
necessary, and even what software is considered for that
agent.

3 Physical Structure and
Learning

In order for a robot to learn from its experiences, it must be
able to, through some chain of reasoning, determine which
of its actions led, through interaction with the world to
which of its perceptions. The shorter that chain, the more
certain the learning system can be of cause and effect, and
the faster the agent can learn. The physical configuration
of the agent can greatly effect the length of the chain
between cause and effect.

If a robot can measure drive motor current, it can tell
if it has run into something by measuring the increase in
motor current as the motors stall. However, the increase
in current may also be due to an incline, a mechanical
breakage, applying the robot’s brakes, or having the robot
hooked or held by something else in the world. If the
robot also has a bumper, a clinometer, and a touch
skin, the robot can immediately disambiguate between
these situations. This extra information is not just
extra software (some people write virtual bumpers just by
assuming that the motor current indicates frontal contact
with an obstacle). This information comes from changing
the physical configuration of the robot.
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4 Putting It All Together
The point of the above is that the physical configuration
of the robot vastly affects how different software pieces
of intelligent agentdom go together. Similarly, the exact
details of the task can have a profound effect on the
software and hardware configuration required in the agent
as well as the agent’s performance [Miller 93].

For example, imagine a vacuum cleaning robot whose
task is to clean up the dust bunnies that cling along
the wallboards. Such a robot would not have to have
any mechanical dead-reckoning capability, since it would
always have access to the wall as a navigation aide.

If instead you wanted a robot that cleaned hardwood
floors, the robot would need to be able to traverse open
spaces without circling back on itself. Additionally, the
robot would need to be able to determine if it had visited
an area recently, in order to ensure near total coverage.

A robot that was assigned the task of vacuuming carpets
has much more stringent requirements. Such a robot must
ensure near total coverage, but additionally it must execute
that coverage in a slightly overlapping longitudinal sweep
pattern -- in order to maintain an acceptable looking
carpet knap pattern. This constraint means that the
robot probably must maintain a metric map, or at least
memory of where it has been and the configuration of
the room. The robot must also perform some spatial
planning in order to get to shadowed areas of the room
while maintaining as much as possible the primary sweep
pattern.

If the robot uses synchro-drive and the room is instru-
mented with a transponder system so that the robot can
continuously derive its position and orientation, then the
above tasks are much easier than if the robot is a hovercraft
(with very limited dead reckoning) and has no long range
sensors and no inertial system. The latter robot would
have to make a tremendous use of landmark navigation, or
come up with a completely navigation independent way of
going around.

5 Conclusions
Success in integrating aspects of AI, control theory, and
fuzzy reasoning (or whatever technologies you want to in-
tegrate) demands choosing a viable physical configuration
for the integration platform. This configuration should
be chosen as much for the software environment it is to
support as for the physical environment through which it is
to negotiate. Exploring physical agent learning on a robot
without redundant sensing sources makes no more sense
than using wheel to navigate across sand or training a bear
to dance. The physical configuration will keep getting in
your way. You might have some limited sucess with all of
these, but you will be expending effort in the wrong places,
and in the end all you will have created is a curiosity that
hasn’t taught you much.
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